
Protected Health Information (PHI) is an increasingly attractive target for cyber 
criminals, and 2016 saw a dramatic rise in healthcare organizations held 
hostage by ransomware. These cyber weapons no longer require a sophisticated 
attacker, only an unwitting employee to provide access to sensitive information 
and critical systems. The result? Damaging headlines, loss of patient trust, 
remediation costs and, of course, HIPAA fines.

Health Network Risk Management

Empowering Security Beyond 
Compliance

Cyber Breach
Risk is Real

> Healthcare providers 
see an average of 6% 
patients leave after a 
breach

> Average economic 
impact per breach is 
$2,134,800

> Average cost of $355 per 
record, not patient

> 68% security budget 
spent on technical 
controls yet employee 
negligence cited as most 
common threat

Ponemon Institute Report

Hospital    A    Score: 78.6

Hospital    B      Score: 81.2

Hospital    C            Score: 90.5

Hospital    D              Score: 72.2

Hospital    E                Score: 76.5

Healthcare
Network

Risk Profile

PROTECT your PATIENTs’ 
DATA & TRUST

Hospital networks can now actively monitor and manage cyber risk from each 
business unit or medical center though Secure Halo'sTM Portal.

Secure Halo helps healthcare providers protect themselves through   proactive 
cybersecurity best practices to prevent, and when necessary, respond to a data 
breach.  
 
The Secure Halo HIPAA Security Gap Analysis assesses potential risks and 
vulnerabilities as required by the HIPAA Security Rule. Moreover, it provides an 
objective understanding of your organization’s overall protection of patient and 
employee data, and delivers a detailed roadmap to help you prioritize security 
resources. 

 www.securehalo.com  

+1.202.629.1960  
@SecureHalo



Value for Your Whole Team

> Cyber risk assessment across six domains 
mapped to NIST, CSF, ISO, SANS (CIS) and 
others

> Summary report informs executives and the 
Board for strategic risk management

> Detailed findings by domain help security 
managers achieve “quick wins” and long-term 
remediation goals 

> Results help risk managers mitigate or 
transfer risk

> Recommendations inform business 
continuity and crisis response plans

Meet today’s cybersecurity challenges 
with a proactive plan and a   
resilient workforce.

> HIPAA Security Gap 
Assessments

> Enterprise Security 
Assessment

> Cyber Training and 
Awareness

> Customized phishing to 
test understanding of 
high-risk targets with 
greater access

> Incident Response 
Policies, Procedures and 
Training

> Cybersecurity Program 
Strategy and Planning

> Penetration Testing and 
Vulnerability Scanning

SIX SECURITY DOMAINS
Secure Halo works alongside clients as 
a trusted advisor, not just to meet HIPAA 
requirements, but to promote and empower 
risk-based security maturity. Get ahead of the 
rapidly expanding threat of ransomware by 
assessing vulnerabilities, prioritizing security 
resources, and training your employees.

Secure Halo 
Offers

services.  

www.securehalo.com

Learn more about 
Secure Halo enterprise risk 

assessments and 
cybersecurity consulting 

WHY CHOOSE SECURE HALO?

http://www.tscadvantage.com

